USING VIDEO RECORDINGS OF ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS FOR TEACHING PHYSIOLOGY
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ABSTRACT
Aim: The aim of this study was to compare cardiac physiology practices which were applied on the frog heart with watching the video of the same experiment by the first year medical students.
Methods: Students (n=217) observed an experimental study on frog heart and they prepared an observation report at the end of this practice. Other students (n=196) watched the video recordings of the same experiment. They also prepared an observation report. Grades were given from the reports. All students were answered a Likert type questionnaire about what they learnt one year after the practice. The answers were compared in two groups by Mann Whitney U test and Chi-square test.
Results: No difference was determined between the answers about to understand the cardiac function (p=0.980), the effects of ions on cardiac function (p=0.709), knowledge about pace makers and conduction system of the heart (p=0.474) in two groups. Grades were higher for the students who were watched the video recordings than the students who were observed the animal study (88.4 and 84.7 out of 100, respectively, p<0.01).
Conclusions: The present study demonstrated that watching video recordings are suitable alternative instead of using living animals in teaching cardiac physiology.
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INTRODUCTION
Using animals for medical education can causes ecological and ethical problems therefore it is a controversial issue. Replacement, Refinement and Reduction (the 3Rs) principles have been revealed by William Russell and Rex L. Burch in 1959. These rules suggest replacing or decrease the use of animals and improve animal welfare. The 3Rs are applicable for medical education in addition to scientific studies (1-4). Therefore it has been shown recently that the number of living animals for education has been decreased in many of the country (2, 5). However some experimental studies on neuromuscular and cardiac physiology are continue to do in medical faculties or veterinary faculties. Therefore many frogs or rats are continued to use for education every year (6).

Using living animals can cause undesirable psychological effects including desensitization or feeling disappointed. Controversial results can be observed during the experiments because of the difficulties of standardization. Additionally, experimental studies can be painful for the animals and they can apply only ones in the laboratory without repeated (7).

When considering the technological progress, to looking for new education methods for medical education are inevitable. New technologies give an opportunity for improving personal skills for acquisition and storage of knowledge. Three dimensional models are used for teaching the dissections (8), following the video images can be useful for understanding physiological experiments. These methods are retractable and watching again, reduces the using animals in
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laboratory, they are suitable for watching outside of the laboratory, they prevents the fear of failure, therefore they can be prefer (7, 9-12). It has been reported that complicated anatomical structure and physiologic functions are understand easily for using technological tools (8). It has been known that alternative methods have been applied in medical schools due to the student protests (7, 13, 14).

The aim of this study was to compare the opinions of the students which were given classical education (CE) with using living frogs for learning cardiac physiology or alternative education (AE) which were applied with watching the video of the same practice.

MATERIAL METHODS
First year students of Trakya University Medical Faculty were divided in two groups as CE group who observed an experimental study on cardiac physiology using living frogs (n=217) and AE group includes the students (n=196) who watched the video recordings of the same experiments. A presentation was given about why the animals used for scientific studies, what was the 3Rs principles, what was the aim of this practice just before the application. Experiments were done by certificated members of department of physiology. Students were observed the experiment or the video recording of the experiment in two groups. All students prepared an observation report at the end of this practice. Grades were given from the reports. Additionally, all students were answered a Likert type questionnaire after one year of the practice. The questionnaire contained nine questions about what they learnt the practice one year before. The answers which approved and certainly approved were combined. Similarly, the answers which not approved and certainly not approved were combined. Three groups as approved, not sure and not approved were compared in two groups by Mann Whitney U test and Chi-square test. The values p<0,05 were accepted as significant.

RESULTS
No difference was determined between the answers about to understand the cardiac function (p=0.980) (Figure 1), the effects of ions on cardiac function (p=0.709) (Figure 2), knowledge about conduction system of the heart (p=0.474) (Figure 3) in two groups. Although, 59,2% of the students in AE group approved that they got information on experimental and animal studies, the ratio of students who thought they got information was 75,7% in CE group (p=0,001). A difference was found in two group in terms of preparing an observation report. 49,5% of the students approved that they were became skill for preparing an observation report whereas 67,2% of the CE group were approved this question (p=0.001). Whereas 58,2% of the students who were approved that adequate to observe the experiments as video recordings in AE group, 40,7% of the students were approved the same question (p=0.03) (Figure 4). The question about the point of view on how using animals in experimental studies, no difference was found in AE and CE groups (68,8% vs 68,9% respectively, p=0.980). The grade of practice was higher in AE group than the CE group (88,4 vs 84,7 out of 100 in two group respectively, p=0.01; Figure 5).

DISCUSSION
The results of this study demonstrated that video recordings of the experiments which were applied using frogs are effective as the practices which were made observing the same experiments using living animals in first year medical education. Thus it has been consider that video recordings can be used as an alternative method to the animal experiments in medical education. Similar results of this study have been demonstrated that alternative methods are preferable because of reduces the using animals in laboratories; they were suitable for watching outside of the laboratory, and they decreases the fear of failure in the experiment (7, 9-12).

It has been reported that complicated anatomical structure and physiologic functions can learn easily with using technological tools (8). On the other hand, it has been known that alternative methods have been applied in medical schools due to the student protests (7, 13, 14). A recent study demonstrated that alternative method have been preferred by students instead of using animals for medical education (8). Some of the studies demonstrated no difference between using the traditional dissections and technological tolls for the performance in terms of the anatomical dissections (15-19). We could not found significant difference in respect of opinions about understanding the terms of cardiac function, effects of ions on cardiac function, features of conduction system of the heart in AE and CE groups in the present study.
A research of Marszalek and Lockard reported no difference of the grades of the practices for learning anatomy dissections using animals and videos (20). On the other hand, higher grades have been reported in the studies which were used alternative methods instead of the studies.
which were done using living animals, similar to our study (21-23). Grades were given by done a structured evaluation from the observation reports by two teachers in this study. It has been shown that the mean of the grades was higher in the AE group than the CE group. It has been shown that performances of the students using alternative methods were higher than the students using classical methods (24-26). We could not evaluate performances of the students in this study because of they have not certificated for animal studies. We only evaluated their observation report and higher grades could be accepting an identifier for their success. However, percent of the students on understanding the experimental process and becoming skilful at experiments were higher in CE group than AE group. Some of the studies demonstrated that using living animals in the experiments were superior to the alternative methods without using animals because of enhances tactile sensing (27-29). Tactile simulations could be helpful for understanding cardiac physiology more effectively.

Animals are still used in medical education in many universities. Although difficulties the certain numbers of animals which were used in scientific research and education are 17-70 million approximately (30). It has been known that %1 of the animals was used for medical education despite the number continue to decrease in the countries which were support at the 3R principle extensively (2, 5). 20 frogs each year had been used for cardiac physiology education until two years ago. No animal studies were applied for medical education for two years.

In summary, the results of this study demonstrated alternative methods could be helpful for achieving the objectives on medical education without using living animals.
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